Department Chairs/Vice Chairs (or Director of Graduate Studies (DGS))

Anthropology (ANTH): Peter Ungar/Justin Nolan
Art (ART): Jeannie Hulen/Bethany Springer
Biological Sciences (BISC): Steve Beaupre/Mack Ivey & David McNabb
Chemistry & Biochemistry (CHEM): Wes Stites/Matthias McIntosh
Communication (COMM): Robert Brady/Patricia Amason
English (ENGL): Dorothy Stephens/Pat Slattery
Geosciences (GEOS): Ralph Davis/Tom Graff
History (HIST): Kathryn Sloan/Trish Starks

Journalism (JOUR): Larry Foley/Jan Wicks
Mathematical Sciences (MASC):
Chaim Goodman-Strauss/Deb Korth
Music (MUSC): Ronda Mains/Stan Morris
Philosophy (PHIL): Edward Minar/Eric Funkhouser (DGS)
Physics (PHYS): Julio Geo-Banacloche/Claud Lacy
Political Science (PLSC): Margaret Reid/Andrew Dowdle
Psychological Science (PSYC): Denise Beike/James Lampinen

Sociology & Criminal Justice (SOCI):
Brent Smith/Anna Zajicek
School of Social Work (SCSW):
Marcia Shobe/Kameri Christy
Theatre (THTR): Michael Riha/Pat Martin
World Languages, Literatures, & Cultures (WLLC): Steven Bell/Linda Jones

Associate Dean of Fine Arts & Humanities
Lynda Coon
Chair Liaison: Fine Arts & Humanities
Interdisciplinary Programs
Faculty Awards & Fellowships
Cambridge Fellowship Program
Advising Center
Academic Integrity Monitor

Associate Dean of Social Sciences
Yvette Murphy-Erby
Chair Liaison: Social Sciences
Global Campus
Summer Teaching/Intersessions
Extra Compensation
Advising Center

Associate Dean of Natural Sciences
Jeanine Durdik
Chair Liaison: Natural Sciences
Research & Facilities
Faculty Travel
Faculty Development
Museum Collections

Humanities Programs & Directors
Honors Humanities Project (H2P): David Fredrick
Gender Studies (GNST): Lisa Corrigan
Medieval & Renaissance Studies (MRST): William Quinn

Area Studies Programs & Directors
Asian Studies (AIST): Ka Zeng
European Studies (EUST): Fiona Davidson
International Studies (INST): Benjamin Grob-Fitzgibbon
Latin American Studies (LAST): Kirstin Erickson
Middle Eastern Studies (MEST): Joel Gordon

Research Centers/Institutes & Directors
Blair Center for Southern Politics: Angie Maxwell
Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies (CAST): Jackson Cothren
Center for Arkansas & Regional Studies (CARS): Robert Cochran
Center for Asian & Middle Eastern Musics: Rembrant Wolpert
Center for Communication & Media Research: Rob Wicks
Center for Protein Structure & Function (CPSF): Frank Millet
Community & Family Institute (CFI): Kevin Fitzpatrick
Institute for Nanoscience & Engineering: Greg Salamo
Terrorism Research Center (TRC): Brent Smith
Mass Spectrometry: Jack Lay

Pre-Professional Programs & Directors
Liebolt Premedical: Neil Allison
Pre-Dental: Jerry Rose
Pre-Pharmacy: Lorraine Brewer

Interdisciplinary Programs & Directors (science)
Arkansas Center for Space and Planetary Sciences (SCTR): William Lin Oliver (GSIE)
Cell & Molecular Biology (CEMB): Douglas Rhoads (GSIE)
Environmental Dynamics (ENDY): Steve Boss (GSIE)
Microelectronics & Photonics (microEP): Rick Wise (GSIE)
Sustainability (SUST): Steve Boss (PROV)
Interdisciplinary Studies (IDST): TBD

Interdisciplinary Programs & Directors (non-science)
American Studies (AMST): Robert Cochran
Classical Studies (CLST): Daniel Levine
Comp Literature & Cultural Studies (CLCS): Keith Booker
Creative Writing: Davis McCombs
Gender Studies (GNST): Lisa Corrigan
Jewish Studies (JWST): Jennifer Hoyer
Medieval & Renaissance Studies (MRST): William Quinn
Religious Studies (RLST): Lynda Coon
Interdisciplinary Studies (IDST): TBD
Legal Studies: Bill Schreckhise